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Remote sensiol of rainfall parameters by using laser scintillation effeCt. originally proposed by Wang et al. is a unique 

approach for lectLuR rainfall rate and raiudrop sue distribution with "Icellent temporal and $patial rcpresentativencs$. 

In this paper, we review Wang's work. point out the weakness of their basIC equations, then establish a complete remote 

sensing equation in which the observable qUiJotity, the scintillation of hght inten·sity is used. Th~ relationships between 

the rainfall parameters and the spatial-temporal correlation function of light scintilla tion are syuematically discussed. 

Numerical investigations show that this equalion gives a.t least four dllTerent ways to obtain the rainfall rate, and. the 

kernel functions for raindrop size dis·tributioll are of excellent resolution. At last. the retrieval 5"heme of the drop size 

distribution is discu~scd. 

I. INTRODVCf!ON 

The measurements of rainfall rate and raindrop size distribution (DSD) are significant in 
many researches and operational fields, such as meteorology, hydrology, radio wave 
propagation, etc. The rainfall rate measured by rain gauges in many weather stations is less 
representative because of the very small sampling area of rain gauges. The instantaneous rainfall 
rate is hardly measured. The average rainfall rate can be measured by a meteorological radar, 
but the accuracy is severely affected by changing DSD.(11 The higher accuracy can be: expected 
by combined use of meteorological radar and radiometerl1l, in this case the measured rainfall 
distribution is still weakly dependent on the variation of DSD. Recently, methods of 
observations of DSD are not satisfactory either. It is difficult to obtain accurate, representative 
data in heavy rain by using filter-paper sampling technique which is widely used in China, 
because the sampling area is too small, the sampling time can not be controlled precisely, and 
there are superimposing and splashing of raindrops. The sampling area of distrometer is even 
smaller. As a result, longer sampling time is needed to obtain enough rain drop samples. So it is 
not suitable to the condition where the rainfall rate and DSD change rapidly. New techniques of 
measuring rainfall rate and DSD are expected, particularly in cases of mesoscale severe storms. 

In 1975, Wang and Clifford[3! proposed a scheme of measuring rain parameters by using 
light scintillation effect induced by raindrops passing through a horizontal laser beam. Since 
then , they have made further theoretical analyses and field observations. Both theoretical 
analyses and primary experiments showed that this would be a unique technique for rainfall and 
rain DSD measurements with excellent time resolution and representativeness. In addition, as a 
remote sensing technique, measurements do not interfere the falling raindrops. Recently, Wang et 
al. have been developing a "laser weather identifier" for unmanned operational use of 
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differentiating rain of different intensities, snow, hail, etd4
- 6J• Also, rainfall rates can be 

measured rather easily. The physics of this technique C2.D be simply described as follows [3.4). A 
raindrop intensely· scatters visible light in the forward directions. A raindrop falling through a 
horizontal (laser) beam will result in a transie~t scattered light pulse (raindrop-induced light 
scintillation) on the light detector placed in front of the light beam (see FigJ). This light pulse 
contains the information of that raindrop. Naturally r.~l1ing raindrops distributed randomly 
within the laser beal'll will cause statistical light scintillations. Furthermore, as the falling 
velocities of raindrops of .different size are different, two light detectors separated vertically at a 
distance of Zo will receive different patterns of light scintillations. As these fluctuations contain 
information of falling raindrops, it is expected to obtain rain parameters from certain statistical 
characteristics of light fluctuations. Theoretical relationships between the spatial-temporal 
correlation function of scintillations and rainfall parameters, i. e. the rainfall rate and DSD were 
established by Wang et a!. as the following two equations 

where 

N v(a') =~ fL N v(a', x) dx, 
L 0 

a' = 2.5 x 10 - s z~ 't - 2, 

(1) 

(2) 

h=- h (x) dx, 1 fL 
L 0 

where Eo and E, are the incident and scattered light am!Jlitudes respectively. It is reasonable to assume 
IEs/Eol « 1. zo, I and L are shown in Fig. 1. Xl and X 2 are thp. falling raindrop-induced am!Jlitude 
scintillations at the upper and lower light detectors respectively. N v(a,x) is DSD at x, and hex) is the 
rainfall rate at x. In deriving Eqs. (1) and (2), sing!e scattering and independent scattering of raindrops 
are also reasonably assumed. 

Rain drops 

~--~--~'- L --~----~--~ 

Fig. I. The geometrical configuration of the experiment of remote sensing rainfall parameters by laser scintillation. 

I-a laser: II -the apenure of the transmitter. AIl = CO= I . 
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Fig. 1. The geometrical configuration of the experimellt of remo旬 sensin耳rainfallparameters by laser scinti1lation. 

l-a laser: 11 -Ihe ape円ureof the transmitter. AR co= I 
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By applying these Eqs. to field experiments and numerical simulations, although positive r::sults 
have been obtained semiquantitatively, it has been found by authors themselves that for obtaining 
quantitative results there still exist some problems to be solved, such as"calibration", "baseline 
correction", etc. From analyses ofthe basic equations and the deriving procedures, we found that some 
weaknesses exist in Eqs. (1) and (2), which influence quantitative u£e of this technique. They are: 

(1) In Eqs. (1) and (2),the scattered light amplitude is used as a measurable quantity, but in 
fact only the scattered light intensity F can be received by photo-e!ectrical detectors used in 
experiments. Therefore,the deduced statistical function should be the spatial-temporal correlation 
function of light intensity scintillation B~zo,-r) instead of cJzo,-r). The relationship between these 
two kinds of spatial-temporal correlation functions (for light amplitude and intensity) depends on 
the probability density distribution function of scattered light amplitude which is not known 
very well and possibly varies with different kinds of rainfall. Thus it seems difficult to get an 
accurate and stable proportional coefficient relating these two functions. It results in the problem 
of "calibration" of the quantitative use of Eqs. (1) and (2). It is better to build up an equation 
that relates the measurable function Bp(zo,-r) with rain parameters directly. 

(2) In order to make use of the method of stationary phase in deriving Eqs. (1) and (2) 
several restrictions are imposed on the environment and raindrops (e.g. I »(U)t, a«(U)t, 
r»(2L/k)tup -1, -r»O.Ol (L/K)i, etc.[4~ Some of those aTe not necessary to establish the new 
remote sensing equation. 

(3) The N Ja) in Eq. (1) is a weighting-average value of path-av~raged DSD at a', but not 
the real value of DSD at a'. Weighting functions have not been discussed in detail and are varied 
for different a'. 

(4) In Eqs. (1) and (2), C",{zf),r) do not contain the component of background correlation 
which appears in numerical 'and field experiments and is called "baseline" by Wang. As the value 
of "baseline" is usually much larger than C..,(zo,r), it is important to determine and physically 
interpret the "baseline". 

The objective of this paper is (a) to re-establish a remote sensin8 equation by using the 
spatial-temporal correlation function of scattered light intensity B~z(),-r) and interpret it 
physically; (b) to investigate the characteristics of the kernel functions for DSD by numerical 
simulation; (c) to get several quantitative relationshi!)S for rainfall rate m~aSllrements; and 
finally, (d) to discuss the retrieval method of DSD. 

D. REMOTE SENSING EQUATION 

According to Van de Hulst(7), when '7 = ka» 1, the am~litllde of the scattered light is 

(3) 

where" is a size parameter, a is the radius of a particle, ). is the wavelength which is 6328A for He - Ne 
laser beam, k = 21[/}. is the w:we n1lmber, () is the scatterin~ an~le. The scattered light intensity can be 
found from S(O) 

(4) 

where lois the incident light intensity, r is the distance from the raindrop to the light detector (as shown 
in Fig.1 ). J 1 is the Bessel function of first kind of order one. For a raindrop of radius a at (x, y, z) and two 
light detectors (the length of each detector is I ) at x; = ~ = L, z; = zo/2, z:i = -z 0/2 respectively, the light 
intensities received by the upper and lower detectors with the len~th of I are the integrations of [sell over I 
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f'I2 
fl.2(x,y,z,a) = l(x,y,z,a; L ,y' ± %0/2) dy', 

-Ill 

(5} 

where fl.2 represent the received line-integrated light intensity by the upper and lower detectors 
respectively. rand 0 in (4) can be easily determined by geometrical relations of(x,y,z.) and (L,y', ± zo/2). 

Assuming stationary rain falling through the la~r beam, at time t, the raindrop of radius a, within 

the laser beam is located at (Xi' Yi' Zi) i = 1,2, . ", N. N is the total number of raindrops within the laser 
'beam at time t. At this time, the line-integrated light intensity received by the· upper detector is 

N 

FJ(t)= Lf,(x" y" z,; oJ (6) 
i= I 

After a time interval of t, each raindrop passes a distance of v (aj)t, where v (a,) is the terminal velocity of 
a raindr~p with radius of ai' At ti~e t + t, the line-integrated light intensity received by the lower 
detector is 

N 

F z(t + .)r= Lfl(Xi,Yi,Zj -v (a,)t :a,) . (7) 
Ie I 

Thus the spatial-temporal correlation runction of the received line-integrated light intensity is 

B~zo,t, t) = (F ,(e)F 2(t+ t », (8) 

where ( ) represents the ensemble average. When rain is stationary, that is to say the rainfall rate and 
DSD are not changed (it is easily satisfh:d when we take just a short period of data now), BF (zo,t, r) will 
be independent of t. Substituting (6) and (7) into (8) and rearranging it, we have 

where 
N 

B,(zo. t)= < L UI{x;,y;.zi:a,)fl(Xj'Yi' Z, - v (a,}r :ai)} >. 
i~ I 

N N 

8 z(zo.r)=-([ L UI(X,.Yi, zi: a;)f2(Xj.Yj,Zj-V (a)t;aj )}). 
i~ J j~ I 

Hi 

(9) 

(10) 

(II) 

[t can be seen that B t is the sum of the contribution of scattering to the upper and lower detectors at a 
tim.: interval t by the same individual falling raindrop. It can be recognized as the coherent component. 
In contrast. 8 z is the ~um of the contribution of scattering to the upper and lower detectors at a time 
interval r by two different falling raindrops. So it can be recognized as the incoherent component. We 
will show that BI contains the information of raindrop parameters but we will analyse B2 first. 

For natural rain we can assume that raindrops fall randomly and independently. 
Correspondingly. the scattered light.!t (xisi.zi:a;) andf2 [Xj.Yj,Zj-V (a)t;aj], induced by different 
raindrops are independent each other. For stationary rain, the ensemble average of (II) can be 
performed by laser beam space--(drop size) spectrum average. Furthermore, as B2 ili independent of t 
for independent scattering the correlation can be performed by the ~pace-spectrum average off, and/z 
respectively. Let No be the number density of the raindrops. "v (a) be the normalized DSD. Then DSD 
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where!1.2 represent the 間出eivedJine-integrated Jight intensity by the upper and lower detectors 
respectiveJy. r and 0 in (4) can be easiJy determined by geometrical reJations of(x，y，z.) and (L，y'， ::t zo/2). 

Assuming stationary rain falling through the laser beam， at time t， the raindrop ofradius a， within 

the Jaser beam is located at (x" yj， z，) i = 1，2，…，N. N is tbe total number of raindrops within the la記 r
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M 
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After a time interval of t， each raindrop passes a distance of v (aj)t， where v (a，) is the tenninal velocity of 

a raindrop with radius of a，・Attime t←τ， the line-integrated light intensity r民 eivedby the lower 

detector is 

N 

Fz(t+τ)r= Lfがj，y"Zj-V (0点:0，) (7) 

Thus the spatial-tcmporal correlation Cunction of the re偲 ivedline-integrated light intensity is 

B~zo.t.τ)=(F J (t)F2(t+ τ)) ， (8) 
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Nv(a) = Nonu(a) .. The total number of raindrops within laser beam is fil =7tD 2 L N 0/4. By using above 
relations, B2 can be expressed in terms of the averaged scattered intensity. of one raindrop: 

(12) 

dZ!I.2(x,y,z;a ), (13) 

where the subscripts I and 2 represent the upper and lower ~tors respectively. As being seen from 
(12) and (13), B2 is 1 DC component of BF (zo, -r) relating to the total scattering oUalling raindrops. 
Although it is difficult to get information ofDSD from B2 , it is hopeful to get the information about the 
rainfall rate and the liquid water content of raindrops. NUmerical simulation of this will be shown later. 

Similar to the discussion of B2 , for stationary and randoml~-distributed rain, we can also use the 
space-spectrum average to perform the ensemble average of B. (zo,t) in Eq. (10). The final equation for 
B. (zo,t) can be expressed as 

(14) 

where ( IS) 

It is ob.Yious that Eq. (14) is a typical remote sensing equation of DSD. W(~"O. c ,a) is the kernel function 
which 10 principle determines the quality of remote sensed DSD by this technique and will be 
numerically discussed later. 

Up to now, we have established the complete equations [Eqs. (9H1S)] of remote se~sing ofrain 
parameters by the laser scintillation effect. BF (zo, t) is a measurable quantity, B2 (zo) contains the 
information of rainfall rate and/or rain liquid water content, BI (zo, t) contains the information ofDSD 
and also the rainfall rate etc. For the application of these equations, the last theoretical step is to 
separate B2 and B I • Several different approaches can be used to solve this problem. The theoretical 
basis of these approaches is that B2 (zo, t) will be independent of t, because it represents the correlation 
of scatterings of different falling raindrops. Since values of BI(zo, t) fall rapidly from its peak value B. 

(zo,tp) as It-~pl increases, value of B.(zo,tJ, when t is far from t p ' is negligibly smali. For ,<0, 
physically, no peak of B. (zo,') can exist thus for any t > 0, 

( 16) 

Therefore one approach of separating B. and B2 is 

(,>0). ( 17) 

Wang et al. have applied this method to reduce the so-called "baseline"component in their 
numerical simulation but did not give the physical interpretation as above. A more accurate approach 
is to take the average of BF (zo,t) in (t."2) 
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AIthough it i~ difficuIt to ge~ information ofDSD from B2' it is ho戸fulto get the information about the 

rainfall rate and the liquid water content of raindrops. NUrnerical simulation of this will be shown later. 

Similar tothe discussion of B2' for stationary and randoml夢刷distributedrain， we can also use the 
space叩民trumaverage to penorm the ensemble average of B. (zo，τ) in Eq. (10). The final equation for 
B. (zo，r) can be expressed as 

B1(zo吋:州仇τ山 a (14) 

where 
1 (L . (D/2 ， ( JD2/4-y2 

開zo，r，a)=万 Idxl dyl' 一一一‘ dz!1(x，y，z;a)!2(x，y，zー伽)τ;a). ( (5) 
'oJ 0 J -D/2 J _.jD2/4_"y 

It is ob.Yious that Eq. (14) is a typical remote sensing equation of DSD. W(~"O. c ，a) is the kemel function 

which 10 principle determines the quality of remote sen鉛 dDSD by this technique and will be 

numerically discussed later. 

Up to now， we have白 tablishedthe complete equations [Eqs. (9トイ15日ofremote se~sing of rain 

parameters by the laser scintillation effect. BF (zo， t) is a measurable quantity， B2 (zo) contains the 

information ofrainfaII rate and/or rain liquid water content. B1 (zo，τ) contains the information of DSD 

and also the rainfaII rate etc. For the application of these equations， the last theoretical step is to 

separate B2 and B1・Severaldifferent approaches can be used to solve this problem. The由eoretical

basis ofthese approaches is that B2 (zo， t) will be independent of t， because it repr回 entsthe correlation 

of scatterings of different falling raindrops. Since values of B1(zo，τ) faII rapidly from its peak value BI 

(zo，τp) as IτーらIincreases， value of B1(zo，rJ， when τis far from τp' is negligibly smali. For τく 0，

physicaIIy. no peak of B. (zo，τ) can exisL thus for anyτ>0， 

BF(zo・-τ)=B.(zo.一τ)+B2(zo，ーτ)土 B2(zo，ーτ)=B2(主。). ( 16) 

Therefore one approach of separating B. and B2 is 

B.(zo，τ)土 BF(zo，τ)ーBF(zo，ーτ) (τ>0). ( 17) 

Wang et al. have applied this method to reduce the so-caIIed “baseline"component in their 

numerical simulation but did not give the physical interpretation as above. A more a∞urate approach 

is to take the average of BF (zo.τ}in (τ..τ2) 
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(18) 

where T2 > TI ~ TM • TM is the time interval in which the minimal raindro!, falls vertically throu~h the 
laser beam, and equal to D/v (a",). Thus 

1 fT2 ( BI(zo,T)=BF(zo,t)--- B, zo,t)d'r. 
T 2 -t l TI 

(19) 

Now we can practically use above equations to actual field experiments or numerical simulation. 
When all experimental parameters D, L, zo. and I are determined, the kernel fucctions W(zo, t ,a) can be 
obtained accurately by computations. Then we can investigate the kernel functions and fmd an 
appropriate retrieval method for remote sensing of DSD. 

III. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION 

As J: (x) is highly vibrant when x» 1, we use a Gaussian function to appro:emate J: (11 () ) for 
narrow forward scattering angles 

I /1 = 2J2( 9)/ 2(}2..:.. 0.922 x 0.27a
2

'11 p( _ (}2 
KG ° a I" r - 2 ex a,), 

r 
(20) 

where a, = 0.27,,2. Comparisons of J: (" 0) with approximate Gaussian function are listed in Fig. 2. It is 
seen that in very narrow forward angles, the relative errors are less than 2%. For relatively wider angles, 
the relative error increases, but the absolute value decreases rapidly to negligibly small. S'.1bstituting 
Eq. (20) into Eq. (5) and by using the integral formulae 

fA IJ; - -
-A exp[ -b(Z-C)2]dz=2 b"{erf[Jb(A-C)]+erf[.jb(A+C)]}. (21) 

we can calculate fl(x,y,z,a)f2 [x,y,z - v(a)t; a] / l~ and finally complete the inte~ations of 8 1 (zo, r) and 
B1(zo). In terms of the normalized quantities, we have 

x {erf[O.2598Q( 1 - y.)] + erf[O.2598Q( 1 + y.)]} 2 

(22) 

. B (z) O.9222N(N -IW fal fl fD11 
B~(zo) = ~/2° = 2D4 [nv(aIa2da dx· dy·/(x·, Y·, zo, a)]2 

o 0 0 0 

(23) 
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ι(ω=Bdzo)=-L[h仇，τ)九
τ，ーτ.， 
・・"，.τ1

VoL 1 

(18) 

where r2>τE孟τ"'.τ'"is the time interval in which the minimal raindro!， fal1s vertical1y throu~h the 

laser beam， and equal to D/v (a"，). Thus 

rτ 
B1(zo，τ)=BF(zo，t)一一一一I'ZB，(zo，t)dτ(19)  

τ2-td. 
ー‘ l

Now we can practically use above equations to actual field ex戸rimentsor numeri伺 1simulation. 

When all experimental parameters D， L， 20・and1 are determined， the kernel fucctions W(zoムa)ωnbe
obtained aαurately by computations. Then we can investigate the kernel functions and fmd an 

appropriate retrieval method for remote sensing of DSD. 

111. NUMERICAL JNVESTIGATION 

As J: (x) is highly vibrant when x>> 1， we use a Gaussian Cunction to approどmateJ: (11 0 ) for 

narrow Corwardぉatteringangl回

2..2， _ n¥.I_2n2 .0.922 x 0.27a2句22
l>&ø/10=aワf(η 9)/r~9J. . ~ ----， . 

exp( -a" 9Z)， 
r-

(20) 

where a， = 0.27，，2. Comparisons of J: (η0) with approximate Gaussian function are listed in Fig. 2. It is 
seen that in veηnarrow forward angles， the reIative errors are less than 2%. For relatively wider angJes， 
the relative error increases， but the absolute value decreases rapidly to negligibly small. S'.1bstituting 
Eq. (20) into Eq. (5) and by using the integral formulae 

f:A州一b(z-c)いぷ{erf[Jb(Aーの]叫んがの]} (21) 

we can calculate 11 (x，y，z，叫ん[x，y，z-v(a)t; a] / l~ and fi!lal1y complete the inte~ations of s 1 (zo， r) and 

B2(zo)' In terms of the normalized quantities， we have 

B1(zo，τ) _" '"0''' r∞ 4.1_ r1 
..1__* 

(Dll ~_ *F"t.___t ^ .""_，~ Bt(zo，r)=一一F=0.1087LI Nv(a)a
4da I dx*1 dy勺exp{ー0.135Q2(竿ーら2}

21O 
-..__.~ 

Jo 
..v'-，.. -" Jo-~ Jo

、

x {erf[O.2598Q( 1 -y・)]+ erf[O.2598Q( 1 + Y・)]}
2 

x仰 36如6幻7刈1チy.2一千)]+ erf[0.36 

仇) 0.9222N(N ー 1)1~rr∞ zf1.fDlt 
B~(zo)=ョτ 2D4 ' [J 

0 
nv(仰 daJ 0 

dx* J 0 
dy*[(x*，尺 Zo，a)]2 

0.9222π2L 2'F _ r司‘
(1_ . rD/I崎

ヱ 一一-;T一[1daaZNo(a) I dx・Idy・J(x.，y.， zo， a)]Z， 
2x骨一 I n 

- . - v' --， I n 

---

I JO JO JO 

(22) 

(23) 
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2S 

(24) 

The kei"::cl function W(zo," a) can be obtained by performing the integrations with respect to x* 

and y* in EG. (22). 

To investigate some numerical relationships between B! (zo, r), B~ (zo) and h, N v (a), the Marshall-
Paimer's raindrop size distribution is used in the calculations 

N v(a) = N p(a,h) = N oexp( - 8200 h - 0.21 a), (25) 

where No = 16 x 106 m -4, a is the raindrop radius (m), h is the rainfaIl intensity (mm/hr). For a series of 
values of h, we can obtain a series of B! (zo, r) and B~ (zo) which are shown in Fig.3 and 7 respectively. As 
N p (a) changes several orders of magnitude with a, it is more useful to calculate N p(a,h) W(zo," a). N p(a, 

h) W(zo, r, a) da represents the partial contribution to B!(zo, .) by raindrops with radius a and radius 

mterval da. Similar to Wang's integration f~ ez (zo,') d., we also calculate the integration f~ B! (zo, r) 

dr. In calculations, following parameters are chosen I/L =0.004, zo/l=O.l, 1=0.2 m, D/l= 1, k=9.929 
x 106m- I . 
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The ker::号1fU:1ction W(Zo，τ， a) can be obtained by performing the integrations with respect to x寧

and y* in Eq. (22). 

To investigate some numerical relationships between B! (zo，τ)， B~ (zo) and h， N v (a)， the MarshaII-

Paimer's raindrop size distribution is used in the calculations 

N v(a) = N p(a，h) = N oexp( -82∞h-o・21a)， (25) 

where N 0 = 16 x 106m -4， a is the raindrop radius (m)， h is the rainfaIl intensity (mmfhr). F or a series of 

values of h， we can obtain a series of B! (zo， r) and B~ (zo) which are shown in Fig.3 and 7 respectively. As 

Np (a) changes several orders ofmagnitude with a， it is more useful to calculate N p(a，h) W(zo，τ， a). N p(a， 

h) W(zo，τ， a) da represents the partial contribution to B!(zo，τ) by raindrops with radius a and radius 
F司 「司

mterval da. Similar to Wang's integration I Cz(zo，τ)dτ， we also calculate the integration I B!(zo，τ) 
J 0 J 0 

dて.In calculations， following parameters are chosen l/L =0.∞4， zo/1=O.l，I=0.2 m， D/l= 1， k=9.929 
x 106m-1. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Primary numerical inve'3tigations shaw that th~re are at ~east faur ways to measure rainfall rate by 

this technique. i. e: 

_10 . 
~ 

h '" 200 mm/tl, 

... 
" ~. 
~ 
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5 .~ 
I:Q 

2 5 6 7 8 9 10 
r (ms) 

Fig. 3. The coherent components for vari<lUS rainfall rates. 

(1) There exists .a very good correlation between rainfall rate It and time" M when B~ (2a• 1: M) reaches its 
maximum (as shown in Fig.3). The linear regression shows 

log h(mmfhr)=4.7644-7.8466 log "M (ms). 

The correlation coefficient is -0.9814. Fig. 4 shows this result. 

102 

0.5 0.0 0.7 

Fig. 4. The relation between th~ rill/lfall rate h and the pt'ak lime r.,. The line is an approximating line. 
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maximum 何事 shownin Fig.3). Tbe linear regression shows 
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Fig. 5. The c;oherent component at a <;;.;:rlain rio as a function of h. 

(2) For certain lime interval 'i' there exists a good correlation between h and B~(z(), 'i).Fig. 5 shows 
these numerical relations for different t i · 

(3) Similar to Wang's result, the integration of B,\,(zo, ,) with respect to, is linearlY related to h. Fig. 6 

shows the complltation results which are normalized to the integration for h = 200 mm/hr. Wang's 
results (numeri,al calculation repeated by present authors) are also shown there 
(4) We find that B~(zo) is related to h with very high ,orreiation. The linear regression gives 

log ~ (z()) = 1.2865 log II - 6.22&9. 

The correlation coefficient is as high as 0.999986. (see Fig. 7) 

At a first sight, these four relations are all good for rainfall intensity measurements. Further 
analysis shows that the last relation (8 rh relation) would be the best. The main reasons are I) the 
coefficient of 8 z-h relation is the highest; 2) As BF = B\ + B z. the absolute errorli of B I and 82 indu,ed 
by the separation are the same. but Bz(z(») » B\(zo, r) for any t, so that the relative error of BI(zo, T) is 
much higher than that of B2 • 
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(2) For certain time interval 'j， there exIsts a good correlallon between h and B~(zか 'i).Fig. 5 shows 

these numerical re1ations for difTerent tj. 
(3) Similar to Wang's result， the integration of B，¥，(zo，τ) with respect toτis linearly related to h. Fig. 6 

shows the complltation results which are normalized to the integration for h =;200 mm/hr. Wang's 

results (numerical calculation repeated by present authors) are also shown there 

(4) We find that B~(zo) is related to h with very high correlation. The linear regresslOn gives 

log ~ (ZD) = 1.2865 log h -6.22&9. 

The correlation coefficient is as high as 0.999986. (see Fig. 7) 

At a first sight， these four relations are all good for rainfall intensity measurements. Further 

analysis shows that the last relation (8 rh relation) would be the best. The main reasons are l) the 

coefficient of 8z-h re¥ation is the highest; 2) As BF = B1 + Bz. the孟bsoluteerroni of B 1 and B2 induced 

by the separation are the same苛 butB;z(z()) >> B¥(zo，τ) for aぉyt，50 that the relative error of B，(zo， T) is 

much higher than that of B2 • 
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As for the remote sensing of DSD, W (Zo, t, a) is calculated. In Fig. 8, W = 1/2 N p (a,h) W 
(zo, t, a) is shown for the M-P DSD of different rainfall rates h. It is shown from Fig. 8 that the 
kernel functions are well peaked and separated in these lagged-time between t = 1-10 ms. 
Therefore, if h is obtained by one of above relations, we can choose the optimum tj of W (zo, t, 

a) for retrieving DSD. Similar to the remote sensing of aerosol size distribution[8), we can apply 
the similar retrieving method by using a rapidly-varying function N*(a, h) and a slowly-varying 
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As for the remote sensing of DSD， W (Zo，τ， a) is calculated. ln Fig. 8， W= 1/2 Np (a，h) W 

(zo，τ， a) is shown for the M・PDSD of di汀erentrainfall rates h. lt is shown from. Fig. 8 that the 

kernel functions are well peaked and separated in these lagged-time between τ=1ー 10ms. 

Therefore， if h is obtained by one of above relations， we can choose the optimum tj of W (zo，τ， 

a) for retrieving DSD. Similar to the remote sensing of aerosol size distribution[81， we can apply 

the similar retrieving method by using a rapidly-varying function N率(a，h) and a slowly-varying 
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function f(a). Let us assume that N y{a) = N* (a,h)f(a). When the first guess of N*(a,h) is made, 
N*(a,h) W(zo, t, a) is the kernel function for retrievingf(a). An iterative procedure for retrieving 
rain DSD can be the same as that for retrieving aerosol size distribution. The numerical 
simulation of remote sensing of DSD is being made. 
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Fig. 8. Kernel functions. The Dumber with each curve is the time interval f. 

V. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have established the complete remote sensing equation by using the 
practically measurable quantity, scattering light intensity, analysed the incoherent component 
B2(zo) and coherent component B1(zo, t) of the spatial-temporal correlation function of scattering 
light intensity BF (zo, t), found the way to separate them. Numerical simulation shows there are 
at least four ways to obtain the rainfall rate. Among them, B2 (zo) -h relation might be the be~t 
one. The kernel functions for remote sensing of rain DSD are very favorable to 'retrieving DSD 
by using the method that has been used in the remote sensing of aerosol size distribution. At 
present, we are preparing the field observation. 
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V. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have established the complete remote sensing equation by using the 

practically measurable quantity， scattering light intensity， analysed the incoherentcomponent 

B2(zo) and coherent component B1(zo・τ)of the spatial-temporal correlation function of scattering 

light intensity BF (zo，τ)， found the way to separate them. Numerical simulation shows there are 
at least four ways to obtain the rainfall rate. Among them， B2 (zo) -h relation might be the be号t

one. The kernel functions for remote sensing of rain DSD are very favorable to retrieving DSD 
by using the method that has been used in the remote sensing of aerosol size distribution. At 

present， we are preparing the field observation. 
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